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Abstract 

Social animals can greatly benefit from well-developed social skills. As the frequency and 

diversity of social interactions often increases with the size of social groups, the benefits of 

advanced social skills can be expected to increase with group size. Variation in social skills 

often arises during ontogeny depending upon early social experience. Whether variation of 

social group sizes affects development of social skills and related changes in brain structures 

remains unexplored. We investigated whether, in a cooperatively breeding cichlid, early 

group size (1) shapes social behavior and social skills and (2) induces lasting plastic changes 

in gross brain structures; and (3) whether the development of social skills is confined to a 

sensitive ontogenetic period. Rearing group size and the time juveniles spent in these groups 

interactively influenced the development of social skills and the relative sizes of four main 

brain regions. We did not detect a sensitive developmental period for the shaping of social 

behavior within the two-month experience phase. Instead our results suggest continuous 

plastic behavioral changes over time. We discuss how developmental effects on social 

behavior and brain architecture may adaptively tune phenotypes to their current or future 

environments.  



Introduction 

Social behavior is an important component of an individual’s behavioral repertoire that 

regulates intraspecific interactions, allowing animals to navigate the complexities of their 

social environment (Oliveira 2009; Oliveira 2012). For instance, submissive, affiliative and 

aggressive behaviors are often employed to establish and stabilize dominance hierarchies 

within social groups, allowing subordinates to be tolerated by dominants (Taborsky 1982; 

Kutsukake and Clutton-Brock 2006; Clutton-Brock et al. 2008; Zöttl et al. 2013). Group 

members can benefit from an ability to flexibly adjust their social behavior to a given social 

context and to the social role as well as internal and external states of interaction partners, an 

ability referred to as ‘social competence’ (Taborsky and Oliveira 2012). It has been proposed 

that a better social competence is likely to be more beneficial for individuals living in 

‘complex’ social environments (reviewed in Taborsky and Oliveira 2012) and that the 

complexity of the social environment during early life is crucial in shaping social competence 

(Branchi et al. 2006; Arnold and Taborsky 2010; Taborsky et al. 2012).  

 

During early development, environmental triggers are often most effective in shaping 

behavior during so called ‘sensitive periods’. These are defined as periods where the effects of 

experience on the brain are unusually strong and where certain abilities are readily shaped or 

modified by experience (Knudsen 2004). In many vertebrates, including humans, the 

expression of social behavior is influenced by experiences during ‘sensitive periods’ early in 

life (Machado and Bachevalier 2003; Bateson and Gluckman 2011; Cunningham et al. 2013; 

Hollis et al. 2013). However, whether the acquisition of social skills is limited to these 

sensitive phases is unknown. If the development of adequate behavioral responses were 

indeed constrained by tight time windows, this might negatively impact future social 

performance (Scott 1962; Bateson and Gluckman 2011). Alternatively, social skills may stay 



flexible for a life-time and are continuously altered in response to gained experiences (West-

Eberhard 2003).  

 

If early life experience can persistently alter the behavior of animals, corresponding changes 

in brain morphology and brain gene expression should be expected to occur. For example, 

differences in the social environment experienced during ontogeny gave rise to short-term 

(Kotrschal et al. 2012a) or long-term changes in gross brain structures (Gonda et al. 2009; 

Gonda et al. 2013) and persistently affected brain gene expression in mammals (Branchi 

2009), birds (Banerjee et al. 2012) and fish (e.g. Neolamprologus pulcher, Taborsky et al. 

2013). 

 

Most studies that experimentally varied the social complexity during ontogeny in order to 

study plastic responses of social behavior and brain development, compared development in 

natural or semi-natural environments with development in deprived social environments, 

where important social partners such as the parents or siblings are entirely or temporarily 

removed (see Adkins-Regan and Krakauer 2000; Dettling et al. 2002; Bastian et al. 2003; 

Levy et al. 2003; Pryce et al. 2005; Macri and Würbel 2006; Arnold and Taborsky 2010; 

Taborsky et al. 2012). If we are interested in the ecological and evolutionary implications of 

the plasticity observed in these developmental experiments, it would be desirable to test if 

similar reaction norms are expressed when manipulations are done within the natural range of 

early social environments (see Niemelä and Dingemanse 2014). In highly social species, such 

as cooperative breeders, many behavioral, physiological and life history parameters vary with 

social group size (Balshine et al. 2001; Russell et al. 2002; Heg et al. 2004; Malueg et al. 

2009). Therefore manipulating the social environment by varying group size within the 

natural range of this parameter should elicit evolved reaction norms in these species. Larger 

groups will typically represent a socially more complex environment than a small group, 



because more interactions with more different social partners occur. Thus, we should expect 

individuals reared in larger groups to develop better social skills than those reared in smaller 

groups (Taborsky and Oliveira 2012). 

 

We reared young of the cooperatively breeding cichlid, N. pulcher in large or small family 

groups to investigate three questions: (1) does early group size affect the expression of social 

behavior and the development of social skills, (2) does variation in early group size induce 

plastic changes in gross brain structures, and (3) is there a sensitive developmental period in 

which early group size produces major behavioral differences? To address the third question 

we isolated sub-groups of young from their rearing groups at different ontogenetic stages. N. 

pulcher is a suitable model to investigate these questions, because (i) it is a cooperatively 

breeding cichlid (Taborsky 1984) with highly variable group sizes, typically ranging from 

three to 16 group members (Balshine et al. 2001; Heg et al. 2005) and (ii) the absence or 

presence of older family members during early development is known to have lasting effects 

on social competence (Arnold and Taborsky 2010; Taborsky et al. 2012).  

 

In this study we reared young N. pulcher in natural group sizes and compositions, in which 

we structured the mixed-sex groups by linear size-based hierarchies (Limberger 1983; Dey et 

al. 2013). We compared the social behavior of young kept together with large or small natal 

groups for different time periods, both during the social experience phase and in a 

standardized social challenge test after the experience phase. We predicted that fish reared in 

larger groups would develop better social skills as shown in other vertebrates exposed to 

social enrichment (Taborsky and Oliveira 2012), and that the social rearing environment will 

induce plastic changes in brain morphology (Rosenzweig and Bennett 1996; van Praag et al. 

2000; Kotrschal et al. 2012b; Jones et al. 2013). Furthermore we predicted that in general a 

longer exposure to family groups will favor the acquisition of social skills. If there is a 



sensitive ontogenetic period for the development of such skills, we expected that the 

expression of social skills will increase steeply within, but not before or after the sensitive 

window. 

 

Methods 

Study species 

N. pulcher is a cooperatively breeding cichlid endemic to the East African Lake Tanganyika 

(Konings 1998). Most social groups consist of one breeder pair and 1-16 (max. 25) helpers 

participating in territory defense, territory maintenance and alloparental brood care (Taborsky 

and Limberger 1981). Helpers vary in relatedness, size and sex, and they display a size-

dependent task specialization (Taborsky and Limberger 1981; Taborsky 1984; Dierkes et al. 

2005; Heg et al. 2005; Stiver et al. 2005; Bruintjes and Taborsky 2011). A clutch typically 

contains 100-200 eggs, which are attached to the walls of the breeding shelter (Taborsky 

1982). Nine days after spawning, the larvae have developed into free swimming fry and are 

independent of direct brood care. 

 

General housing conditions 

The experiment was conducted at the Ethological Station Hasli of the Institute of Ecology and 

Evolution, University of Bern, Switzerland under license 16/09 from the Veterinary Service 

of the Canton Bern, Switzerland. Breeder and helper individuals used to produce and rear 

broods for this experiment were second and third-generation offspring of wild caught fish 

from the Kasakalawe Point population at the southern tip of Lake Tanganyika, Zambia (for 

exact geographical coordinates see Heg et al. 2004). The light:dark cycle was set to 13:11 h 

with 10 min of dimmed light in the mornings and evenings to simulate light conditions at 

Lake Tanganyika. Water temperature was 27±1 ºC and biochemical parameters were close to 

values of southern Lake Tanganyika (B. Taborsky, unpublished data). Standard lengths (from 



the tip of the snout to the end of the caudal peduncle, i.e. excluding the tail fin), were taken 

from all breeders and helpers prior to the experiment. Family groups of breeders and helpers 

(see group details on composition below) were kept in 18 200-Litre tanks, equipped with a 2 

cm layer of sand, and an array of different shelters, namely nine half flower pots, two small 

PVC walls, two PVC tubes and four brown, semi-transparent plastic bottles with holes near 

the water surface. Each tank contained a biological internal filter with continuous aeration. 

Breeders and helpers were fed daily with commercial food flakes (5 days a week) and frozen 

zooplankton (1 day a week). To prevent density-dependent food competition, we provided 

each family group with 3% of the summed fish biomass present in a given tank. This amount 

assured an ad libitum food supply for all individuals. 

 

Experimental design 

We haphazardly selected 18 adult males and 18 adult females from our institute’s breeding 

stock and combined them into 18 breeder pairs. Males were always chosen to be larger than 

females to mimic natural size differences between breeder pair members (see Taborsky 1984; 

Balshine et al. 2001). Nine 200-L tanks were stocked with one breeder pair and one small 

immature, unrelated individual to act as a helper for the breeder pair (‘small groups’). Another 

set of nine 200-L tanks was stocked with a breeder pair and 13 adult or immature, unrelated 

fish of different lengths as helpers of the breeder pair (‘large groups’; for size compositions 

see Online Appendix A, Table A1). Choosing all prospective helpers of the large groups to be 

of different body sizes is important for obtaining natural group compositions, as natural N. 

pulcher groups have a linear size-based hierarchy (Dey et al. 2013) in which same-sized 

group members cannot stably coexist. After fish were introduced in the 200-L tanks, we 

observed daily the acceptance status of all helpers. We scored fish as evicted when they 

repeatedly received aggression from other group members and were forced to stay close to the 

water surface, and removed them immediately to prevent injuries. All evicted fish survived 



well after being transferred back to their original home tanks. None of the single helpers in 

small groups was rejected. Large groups had a mean final stable group size of nine individuals 

(range = 6 to 12).  

 

After the breeder female had produced a clutch (mean clutch size: 86.4, range: 14-215 eggs), 

we waited for 10 days until fry were swimming freely in the water column and were 

independent of direct brood care. We defined the day of free-swimming as ‘day 0’ of our 

experimental time line (Fig. 1). Thus, this marked the beginning of the social experience 

phase. At day 0 and every 10 days during the following two months, we removed five siblings 

from each experimental brood, resulting in six sub-groups per brood, which had been isolated 

from their original family for different time periods (see Fig. 1). Throughout we refer to these 

isolation treatments by their respective experimental day at which siblings had been removed 

from their family groups (i.e. {isolation day 0, isolation day 10… isolation day 50}). Each of 

these sibling sub-groups was further reared in a separate 10-L tank. From day 0 onwards, all 

experimental broods in the 200-L tanks and all isolation sub-groups in the 10-L tanks were 

fed ad libitum twice daily with live Artemia and Tetramin Baby food. During the experience 

phase, mean group size of isolation day 0 to 50 sub-groups was 4.22 and the mean group size 

of the isolation day 60 sub-group was 18.66 fish. After the end of the experience phase, that 

is, on experimental day 60 (Fig. 1), all juveniles still present in the family group tanks were 

also transferred to 10-L tanks in groups of five fish or in group sizes as close as possible to 

five, keeping juveniles separately by family group of origin. Thus, from day 60 until day 200 

(see Fig. 1) all juvenile groups were housed in 10-L tanks under the same conditions. The 

breeder and helper fish were captured and transferred back to their home tanks in our 

institute’s breeding stock. Thus, isolation day 60 was the end of the experience phase. 

 

Behavioral recordings 



On experimental days 30, 40, 50 and 60 we recorded the behavior of the experimentally 

reared juveniles kept with their family groups (isolation day 60) and of the juveniles in the 

isolated sub-groups (isolation day 0-50, see Fig. 1). We observed the young only from day 30 

onwards as before that age young N. pulcher show nearly no social behavior at all and they 

would also be too small to identify any social behavior reliably. All juveniles kept with their 

family groups (isolation day 60) and groups separated on day 0 to 20 (isolation day 0-20) 

were repeatedly observed for four times on all experimental days. Juveniles isolated on day 

30 were only observed on days 40-60, juveniles isolated on day 40 only on experimental days 

50-60 and juveniles isolated on day 50 were only observed on experimental day 60. We 

randomly chose the individual to be observed from the shoal of juveniles with help of a 

random number table
 
(see Arnold and Taborsky 2010 for details). All social behaviors [fin 

spread, lateral display, head down display, approach, chase, s-bend, ramming, bow swim, 

mouth fighting, frontal display, tail quiver, hook display, bumping and joining; for details of 

behaviors see Taborsky (1982), Taborsky (1984), Hamilton et al. (2005) and Arnold and 

Taborsky (2010)] of individuals were recorded using the Observer 5 software (Noldus). 

Before starting a behavioral recording the observer stayed motionless in front of the tank to 

let the fish habituate to the presence of the observer. Then frequencies of all social behaviors 

were recorded for 1-5 individuals (5 min per individual) in succession. We attempted to 

obtain data from five randomly chosen individuals from the groups of juveniles that were 

raised with their family groups until day 60; if family groups contained five or fewer 

individuals, we observed all available juveniles (in total n=339 recordings). Three randomly 

chosen individuals were observed of each sub-group that had been separated from their 

original family groups already before day 60; if sub-groups contained three or fewer 

individuals, all juveniles were observed (in total n=746 recordings). The behavioral 

recordings were done by SF and MBN. 

 



Size measurements 

To exclude the possibility that juveniles in large and small groups received different amounts 

of food, which may influence growth trajectories, we measured the lengths of four randomly 

chosen experimental juveniles reared together with the family groups at experimental days 40, 

50, 60 and 71 (if four or less individuals were left in a group at a given measuring day, we 

measured all available juveniles; in total n=271 measurements). We chose day 40 to start the 

measurements as only then are juveniles large and robust enough to be caught and measured 

without harming them (see Arnold and Taborsky 2010). The standard lengths were measured 

by placing the fish on a measuring board with a 1.0 mm grid, and estimating their lengths to 

the nearest 0.5 mm under a binocular microscope. 

 

Social challenge test  

At day 71, we exposed the juveniles from isolation sub-groups {0, 10… 60} to a social 

challenge test. To test whether improved social skills were acquired during the experience 

phase, we created a social challenge test for which we could clearly predict the most adequate 

behavioral response by the experimental fish. We tested for the ability to switch from being a 

territory owner to being subordinate towards a larger, dominant conspecific. At first a test fish 

was allowed to occupy a territory with an own shelter in the center. Then we added a larger 

conspecific intruder, which we knew would be strictly dominant towards the smaller test fish 

due to its physical superiority (Taborsky et al. 2012). In N. pulcher access to shelters is 

crucial for survival and typically, each individual occupies its own shelter within a group 

territory (Balshine et al. 2001). Adding the larger conspecific created a shortage of shelters in 

the test arena (one shelter for two fish). As intended, the larger conspecific always took over 

the shelter and became dominant over the smaller test fish. The sole appropriate response of a 

smaller fish in this situation is to cease territory defense and instead to behave submissively 



towards the large conspecific thereby preventing eviction from the latter’s territory and thus 

the vicinity of the shelter (Taborsky et al. 2012).  

 

The tests were done in seven 20-L tanks equipped with a 2 cm layer of sand, a clay flower pot 

half serving as shelter and an air stone for oxygen supply. In the evening of the first day of the 

test, we haphazardly selected one test fish from each isolation group in which at least one fish 

had survived until day 71 (N=112 groups), and measured its standard length as described 

above. Thereafter, the test fish was transferred to one of the 20-L tanks and allowed to 

acclimatize to the new environment, and settle at the shelter, until the next day. A time period 

of 12 h is sufficient for a N. pulcher juvenile to claim a shelter as the center of its territory and 

to start defending it against conspecifics (Arnold and Taborsky 2010; Taborsky et al. 2012). 

On the next day a 2 mm larger conspecific was caught from the institute’s breeding stock and 

transferred to the 20-L tank holding the test fish. Directly after the release of the larger 

conspecific, we recorded the frequencies of all submissive and aggressive behaviors of both 

fish for 10 min. After approximately 6 h we scored the test fish as being ‘accepted’ or 

‘evicted’ depending on the affiliative and submissive behaviors shown towards the larger 

opponent, the received aggression, the distance between the two fish and the test fish’s use of 

the shelter. A fish was scored as ‘accepted’ when it showed submissive and affiliative 

behaviors, stayed close to the larger conspecific, and had access to the shelter. In contrast, an 

‘evicted’ individual never showed submissive or affiliative behaviors, received aggression 

from the larger conspecific and was forced to stay close to the water surface in one corner of 

the experimental tank.  

 

Brain morphology 

At experimental day 200 (Fig. 1), we randomly caught and euthanized one fish of each 

rearing group that was separated from the family group on day 0 and one fish that was 



isolated on day 60, using an overdose of Tricaine methanesulfonate (MS 222), a drug used for 

anesthesia of fish. We chose day 200 to collect brain samples as at this age the test fish had 

reached the minimum body size where we could dissect whole brains without the risk of 

damaging the tissue. We measured the standard lengths, weighed 23 fish to the closest 0.01 g 

using an electronic balance and stored the heads in a buffered 4% formaldehyde solution until 

dissection. We dissected the abdomen of the test fish to determine the sex where possible. 

Because sex could only be determined in 50% of the fish, sex was not included in the 

statistical analysis (see below). This should not pose a problem because N. pulcher develop 

functional gonads, and thus neuroendocrine sex-differences, only at a size of around 3.5 cm, 

which correspond to an age of about 220 days (Taborsky et al. 2007). We collected 24 

individual brains, from 12 family groups. Out of these 24 brains 15 were obtained from large 

groups (7 from isolation day 0; 8 from isolation day 60) and nine brains were collected from 

small family groups (5 from isolation day 0; 4 from isolation day 60). The sampling of heads 

was performed by MBN, all brain dissections, digital image analyses and brain structure 

measurements were performed by AK, who was blind to the treatment. 

 

To quantify brain structure volumes, digital images of the dorsal, ventral, left and right side of 

the brain were taken through a dissection microscope (Leica MZFLIII), using a digital camera 

(Leica DFC 490). For each image the brain was placed to ensure that the brain was 

symmetrically positioned such that one hemisphere did not appear larger than the other based 

on perspective. For paired structures both sides were measured and the volumes added to give 

total structure volume. Following Kotrschal et al. (2012b) and using ImageJ the widths W of 

six key structures (olfactory bulbs, telencephalon, optic tectum, cerebellum, hypothalamus 

and dorsal medulla) were determined from dorsal and ventral views, whereas lengths L and 

heights H were taken from lateral views. The width W was defined as the maximal extension 

of a given structure perpendicular to the anatomical midline. The length L of a structure was 



defined as the maximal extension of a structure in parallel to the estimated projection of the 

brain, the height H as the maximal extension of the structure perpendicular to the estimated 

projection of the brain. The volume of the brain structures V was determined according to an 

ellipsoid model (van Staaden et al. 1994). Brain mass was determined to the nearest 0.001 

mg. 

 

For further analysis, we summed the volume of the six measured brain structures to obtain a 

measure of total brain volume. Total brain volume (i.e. the summed volume of the six brain 

structures) correlated highly with brain mass (r=0.983, p<0.0001, Pearson correlation) and 

can therefore be taken as a reliable estimate of brain mass. Then we calculated the fraction 

each of the six brain structures made up of the total brain volume as Ci= 

Volumebrainstructure/total brain volume, where the set of the six fractions i, Ci, represents the 

‘cerebrotype’ of an individual (Clark et al. 2001). Cerebrotypes allow comparison of the 

relative brain composition independently of total brain size, and are frequently used in brain 

composition comparisons between species (Clark et al. 2001; Burish et al. 2004; Gonzalez-

Voyer and Kolm 2010; Sylvester et al. 2010), but can also be used to compare brain 

compositions between individuals.  

 

Statistical analysis 

For statistical analysis we used R 3.0.2 (R Core Development Team 2013) with the package 

‘lme4’ (Bates et al. 2013). Data were analyzed using linear mixed models (LMM) and 

generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with a logit link function to account for a binomial 

error structure, which always included group identity as a random effect. To account for 

multiple observers of the behavioral recordings during the experience phase and the social 

challenge test, we included the observer identity as a random effect in all behavioral analyses. 

 



The frequencies of social behaviors during the experience phase were analyzed in two 

separate analyses. (i) To test for effects of isolation duration and group size on behavior, fish 

isolated from their family groups before the end of the experience phase (i.e. isolation days 0, 

10, …, 50) were included in one analysis; (ii) to test for possible interactive effects of the 

isolation treatment and the group size treatment we included fish from both rearing group 

sizes from the isolation day 0 and isolation day 60 sub-groups in one analysis. To account for 

different observation sample sizes in isolation sub-groups with few surviving fish (see above), 

we took the arithmetic mean over all repeated 5 min-observations of individuals belonging to 

a given sub-group made at a given observation day.  

 

To disentangle potential effects between the isolation treatment and the group size treatment 

for social behaviors of test fish during the social challenge test we also performed two 

separate analyses for the number of submissive and aggressive behaviors per 10 min 

observation time. First, we analyzed submissive and aggressive behaviors of test fish towards 

the large conspecific using all isolation sub-groups. Second, for the sake of comparability 

with the analyses of the experience phase and brain architecture, we fitted models for both 

behaviors containing only the isolation day 0 and 60 sub-groups. The aggression received by 

the test fish from the large conspecific was included as covariate in the models testing effects 

on the frequency of submissive and aggressive behaviors, as received aggression by dominant 

fish is an important trigger of social behavior in N. pulcher. In the corresponding Fig. 3b,d we 

plotted the residual submission (corrected for received aggression) to take the effect of this 

covariate on submission into account in the graphs. Online Appendix A, Table A2 lists the 

information on the fixed factors, covariates and interaction terms included in the models and 

on data transformations, if applied. To simplify the models we used stepwise backward 

elimination of non-significant interaction terms (Bolker et al. 2009). To validate all models 

we inspected the distribution of residuals, predicted vs. fitted value plots and Quantile-



Quantile (Q-Q)-plots. To obtain p-values of model fixed effects we used likelihood ratio tests 

(Crawley 2007) and the package lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al. 2013). 

 

To analyze the effects of early group size on growth we calculated specific growth rates 

(SGR), which give the percentage of daily growth, between measurement day 40 and 71 as 

𝑆𝐺𝑅 =
ln(𝑆𝐿2)−ln(𝑆𝐿1)

(𝑎𝑔𝑒2−𝑎𝑔𝑒1)
∗ 100,  

where SL1, SL2, age1 and age2 are initial and final sizes and ages of two successive 

measurements (Ricker 1975; Wheatherley and Gill 1987).  

 

We did not include body size as a covariate in the behavioral analyses of the social challenge 

test as we were missing size records of 11 fish. Excluding these fish from the model would 

have compromised our statistical power unduly. A separate analysis showed that the rearing 

conditions did not affect body size at day 71 (the age when the social challenge test was done) 

(see Online Appendix B). 

 

For statistical analysis of brain structure we performed multidimensional scaling (MDS) on 

the cerebrotypes using the module ‘ALSCAL’ of SPSS 20, IBM, USA. The MDS algorithm 

generates a relational map of brain architectures in a two dimensional plane with maximum 

fidelity to the true distances between cerebrotypes (Clark et al. 2001). MDS allows comparing 

brain structures without making a priori assumptions about allometric scaling relationships 

between the different structures (Clark et al. 2001). The matrix of optimally scaled data was 

calculated based on Euclidean distances. Kruskal’s stress formula 1, which gives a normalized 

value of the residual variance between scaled and raw data, yielded a stress value of 0.138, 

which indicates a fair goodness of fit according to the classification of Kruskal (1964). The 

proportion of variance R
2
 of the scaled data accounted for by the raw data was R

2
= 0.91. The 

MDS algorithm calculates the location of cerebrotypes along two dimensions, which can be 



displayed as two-dimensional maps. For our analysis of brain structures, we ran separate 

LMMs for each of the two dimensions of the map (see Table 3), and found that cerebrotypes 

clustered with respect to our treatments only along the first dimension (see Results).  

 

We also performed separate analyses on the effects of rearing treatment and isolation day on 

the six measured brain structure. To account for size allometries in the brain architecture, we 

included total brain mass in these models as covariate. In Figure 4 we corrected the fractions 

of the different brain parts for brain mass thereby incorporating the effect of the covariate in 

the graphs. Data underlying all statistical analysis are deposited in the Dryad Digital 

Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.s3720 (Fischer et al. 2015). 

 

Results 

Experience phase 

Analyzing the sub-groups of juveniles separated between isolation days 0 and 50, we found 

that individuals that were isolated later from their respective family groups showed less 

aggression and less submission (see factor ‘Isolation day’, Table 1a,b). Furthermore, older test 

fish showed more social behavior, which is refelected by higher frequencies of submissive 

and aggressive behavior with increasing age (see factor ‘Observation day’, Table 1a,b). 

Strikingly, there was a significant interaction between treatment and day of isolation both for 

aggression and submission (Fig. 2a,b, Table 1a,b). Fish originating from small groups 

decreased their aggression the longer they had stayed together with their family groups, 

whereas in fish originating from large groups the aggression rate was relatively unaffected by 

isolation day (Fig. 2a, Table 1a). Contrary to aggressive behavior, fish from large families 

showed more submission the longer they had been together with their family group, whereas 

fish originating from small groups expressed submission at a constant rate (Fig. 2b, Table 2b). 

These results were not affected by the fact that due to the experimental design two of the 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.s3720


isolation sub-groups (isolation day 0 and 10) had a longer lag time between isolation day and 

the observation days (see Online Appendix C).  

 

Comparing isolation day 0 and 60 sub-groups reared in large and small groups, the aggressive 

behavior was only influenced by isolation day and again by the age of the fish. Regardless of 

group size of origin, fish isolated on day 0 showed more aggression than isolation day 60 fish 

(Fig. 2c; see factor ‘Isolation day’, Table 1c). Older fish showed significantly more 

aggression (see factor ‘Observation day’, Table 1c;). In contrast, the amount of submission 

shown by individuals isolated on day 0 and on day 60 was interactively influenced by group 

size of origin (Fig. 2d, see interaction term ‘Treatment × Isolation day’ in Table 1d). Among 

fish already isolated on day 0, individuals reared in large groups showed less submission 

compared to fish reared in small groups, whereas the opposite pattern was found in fish 

isolated only on day 60 (Fig. 2d, Table 1d). Also this analysis revealed that older fish showed 

more submissive behavior (factor ‘Observation day’, Table 1d). 

 

Growth rate 

There was no difference in specific growth rates of fish reared in large or small groups 

(Online Appendix A, Table A3). Overall there was a very weak tendency (P=0.095) for 

growth to accelerate with age (Online Appendix A, Table A3).  

 

Social challenge test 

When confronted with a larger conspecific in the social challenge test at day 71, individuals 

generally increased their submissive and aggressive behavior with increasing aggression 

received by the conspecific (significant covariate ‘Received aggression’ in Table 2a, c). Fish 

from large groups showed less aggression towards the larger conspecific the longer they had 

been reared with their family groups, whereas fish from small groups displayed aggression 



independently of the day of isolation (Fig. 3a, see significant interaction term ‘Treatment × 

Isolation day’ in Table 2a). A separate analysis including only the isolation day 0 and 60 sub-

groups revealed a similar significant interaction among early group size and day of isolation 

(Fig. 3c, Table 2b,). Fish reared in large groups showed less aggressive behaviors if isolated 

on day 60 compared to fish reared in small groups (Fig. 3c). Fish isolated on day 0 showed 

the opposite pattern (Fig. 3c).  

 

Opposite to the results for aggression, fish from large groups displayed more submission per 

received aggression if during the experience phase they had been reared within the family 

group for a longer time period. Fish from small family groups showed the opposite pattern 

(Fig. 3b; see significant interaction term ‘Treatment × Isolation day × Rec. aggr.’ in Table 

2c). Also the separate analysis for fish isolated on day 0 and on day 60 revealed a significant 

three-way interaction between rearing group size, day of isolation and received aggression by 

the larger conspecific (Table 2d, Figure 3d). Fish that had stayed in the family group until the 

end of the experience phase (isolation day 60 sub-group) showed more submission per 

received aggression when originated from large groups (Fig. 3d, Table 2d); fish isolated on 

day 0 showed the opposite pattern (Fig. 3d) 

 

The likelihood that a test fish was accepted by the larger conspecific, as determined 6 h after 

first contact, tended to be greater if the latter had shown less aggression during the first 10 

min of contact (factor ‘Received aggression’ in Table 2e). Interestingly rearing group size and 

received aggression by the larger conspecific tended to influence acceptance interactively. 

Fish from large groups tended to be more likely accepted when rates of aggression by the 

larger conspecific were high whereas the opposite tendency holds for fish reared in small 

groups (see positive estimate for the interaction term ‘Treatment × Rec. aggr.’ in Table 2e). 

 



Brain size and morphology 

Body size of the fish sacrificed for brain sampling at an age of 200 days did not differ 

between rearing treatments, but fish separated on day 60 were smaller than fish separated at 

day 0 (factor ‘Isolation day’ in Table 3a). Total brain mass relative to fish body mass 

(included as covariate) was not affected by rearing group size or isolation day (Table 3b). 

 

The MDS scores of dimension 1, and thus the location of cerebrotypes along this dimension, 

were affected by day of isolation (day 0 or day 60) as well as treatment (small or large rearing 

group size), and there was a significant interactive effect of rearing treatment and day of 

isolation on cerebrotype location (Table 3c). In contrast, cerebrotype location along the 

second MDS dimension was not affected by rearing history or day of isolation (Table 3c).  

 

Separate analyses of the six measured brain structures suggest that rearing group size affected 

four brain structures interactively with the isolation day (Figure 4, Table 3d). Fish reared in 

large groups had a relatively larger hypothalamus and cerebellum if separated on day 60 

compared to fish reared in small groups, whereas the opposite pattern was found for fish 

isolated on day 0 (Figure 4a,b, Table 3d). In contrast, fish reared in large groups had a 

relatively smaller optic tectum and tended to have a smaller dorsal medulla if isolated on day 

60 compared to fish reared in small groups. Again, the opposite pattern was found for fish 

isolated on day 0 (Figure 4c,d, Table 3d). The volume fractions of the telencephalon and the 

olfactory bulbs did not depend on rearing group size or isolation day (Table 3d). 

 

Discussion 

Here we investigated experimentally how the size of social groups, and the duration spent in 

social groups during early ontogeny, affects the development of social behavior and brain 

morphology in a cooperatively breeding cichlid. In brief, N. pulcher reared in large groups 



expressed more social behaviors during the experience phase. When establishing social 

hierarchies after the experience phase, fish reared in large groups showed more submissive 

and less aggressive behavior towards a larger conspecific. This behavioral response increases 

the chances to be tolerated at the territory of a larger socially dominant conspecific, which 

greatly enhances the survival chances of smaller, subordinate individuals under natural 

conditions. Rearing group size and the time juveniles spent within rearing groups interactively 

influenced the behavior during hierarchy formation. Furthermore, rearing group size and time 

in the groups interactively affected brain architecture as measured 5 months after the end of 

the rearing treatments. Surprisingly, we found no clear indication of a sensitive period in the 

development of social behaviors.  

 

The ultimate likelihood of being tolerated by dominant conspecifics tended to be interactively 

influenced by rearing group size and the received aggression by the dominant fish at first 

contact. This suggests that juveniles reared in large groups might benefit from better abilities 

to cope with social challenges. Acceptance even under high rates of aggression by the 

dominant might have been achieved because these fish displayed more submission per 

received aggression than did fish reared in small groups. High ratios of submission per 

received aggression are known to appease dominants and to increase the likelihood of being 

accepted in a social group (Taborsky 1985; Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005; Fischer et al. 

2014b).  

 

Although several previous studies reported conclusive evidence that the early social 

environment can persistently influence the social behavior of vertebrates later in life 

(mammals: Bester-Meredith and Marler 2007; birds: Bertin et al. 2007; fish: Moretz et al. 

2007; Chapman et al. 2008) the behavioral mechanisms causing such effects are poorly 

understood in most of these systems, as the test animals are often not observed during the 



experience phase. Studies in laboratory rodents suggest that the frequency and quality of 

maternal care shapes later social behavior via a reprogramming of the stress response 

(Branchi et al. 2006; Champagne and Meaney 2007). However, in N. pulcher direct social 

interactions between older group members and small juveniles are virtually absent (SF pers. 

obs. this study; Arnold and Taborsky 2010) as (allo-) parental care after young reach the free-

swimming stage is restricted to guarding. The lack of interactions with older fish makes social 

learning from older group members highly unlikely. Furthermore, differences in food 

availability cannot explain the long-term effects, as growth rates did not differ between 

juveniles reared within small or large family groups. This suggests that there are indirect 

effects of group size on social behavior, such as the perception of environmental risk. In the 

wild, large social groups of N. pulcher represent a low-risk environment with enhanced 

juvenile survival (Brouwer et al. 2005). Being part of a larger, safer natal group may enhance 

the motivation of juveniles to engage in more social interactions with siblings (see Arnold and 

Taborsky 2010; this study), which in turn is likely to enhance the opportunities to acquire 

social skills.  

 

In the past decades many studies demonstrated the ability of genotypes to alter the phenotype 

in response to environmental cues perceived early in life, and the importance of this often 

irreversible ‘developmental plasticity’ for organismal evolution has been recognized (West-

Eberhard 2003). Still, whether and through which mechanism developmental plasticity is 

adaptive is poorly understood in most study systems. Among the adaptive explanations the 

‘environmental matching’ hypothesis has received substantial attention (e.g. Monaghan 2008; 

Uller 2008), which proposes that developing organisms adjust their phenotypes to cues either 

obtained from parents (through parental effects) or from the early environment that predict 

environmental conditions in the future. This hypothesis has become popular particularly in 

evolutionary medicine, where it has been proposed that mothers ‘program’ their offspring’s 



metabolism to cope better with poor future conditions ('predictive adaptive response', Hales 

and Barker 2001; Gluckman et al. 2005). This hypothesis is currently strongly debated, 

however (Wells 2007; Hayward et al. 2013; Uller et al. 2013; Douhard et al. 2014). 

Preconditions for environmental matching include a sufficiently high environmental 

variability and predictability (Burgess and Marshall 2014). A recent meta-analysis across 

organisms found only weak evidence for anticipatory plasticity through maternal effects 

(Uller et al. 2013). A main reason for this result may be that in many study systems 

environmental variability and predictability are too low (Burgess and Marshall 2014).  

 

Our results may reflect environmental matching of phenotypes based on group size. 

Therefore, individuals by means of their early social experience might prepare for future 

conditions. These conditions require either a higher social competence (i. e. life in large social 

groups with a high diversity and frequency of social interactions), (Limberger 1983; Cronin 

and Field 2007; Thavarajah et al. 2013) or a lower social competence (i.e. life in small social 

groups). Environmental matching with respect to group size is conceivable in our study 

species, (i) as group sizes vary greatly in space and time, but (ii) from an individual 

perspective group size is auto-correlated over time. Group size is relatively stable across years 

(Heg et al. 2005) and these fish have greatly delayed dispersal (Stiver et al. 2004). 

Alternatively, our results might be explained by the early social experience having a carry-

over effect on the adult’s social performance (Stearns 1992; Monaghan 2008). This would 

mean, that regardless of the group sizes encountered later in life, individuals growing up in 

larger, safer groups (Brouwer et al. 2005) would have an advantage over fish that grew up in 

small, unsafe groups. Currently we are not able to differentiate between the two explanations 

as this would have required orthogonal manipulations of early and late life environments 

(Uller et al. 2013; Burgess and Marshall 2014). Better social skills might also improve the 

immediate survival chances of juveniles during the first two months when they received the 



social experience ('reactive plasticity', Kasumovic 2013). This is unlikely, however, as 

improved social skills were observed only after, and not during the experience phase of 

several ontogenetic experiments (Arnold and Taborsky 2010; Taborsky et al. 2012; Fischer et 

al unpublished manuscript).  

 

Total brain size was unaffected by our treatments. This is noteworthy as increasing group size 

or the duration of social experience is expected to enhance environmental complexity, which 

in turn has been shown to increase brain size in several species (Gonda et al. 2013). Larger 

brains in fish reared in large groups may also have been expected, as on an evolutionary time 

scale it has been proposed, that group size drives the evolution of brain size ('social brain 

hypothesis', Dunbar 1998). Instead, the MDS analysis revealed strong effects on relative brain 

part sizes. Brain architecture was interactively shaped by isolation day and rearing group size. 

The interaction appears to be particularly caused by size differences of four large brain parts, 

which are interactively influenced by our treatments. Hypothalamus and cerebellum were 

larger in fish from small rearing groups isolated early and in fish from large groups isolated 

late, whereas the opposite pattern applied to the optic tectum and, as a tendency, also to the 

dorsal medulla. The involved brain parts have a wide variety of functions and consist of 

different sub-regions (Butler and Hodos 2005; Striedter 2005), which makes it difficult to 

conclude the ultimate reasons for the observed differences. The optic tectum mainly receives 

and processes visual stimuli (Striedter 2005; Kotrschal et al. 2012a). An increase of optic 

tectum size occurred in environments selecting for enhanced visual processing, including 

conditions of increased group sizes or population densities (Gonda et al. 2009; Ott and Rogers 

2010). The hypothalamus has a number of different functions (Butler and Hodos 2005; 

Striedter 2005). Most importantly for the context of this study, it contains most of the brain 

nodes of the social behavior network (SBN), which has a key function for the control of social 

behavior and sociality (Goodson and Kabelik 2009) and, together with the mesolimbic reward 



system, forms the social decision making (SDM) network of vertebrates (O'Connell and 

Hofmann 2011). It is conceivable that the hypothalamus develops more strongly the longer 

fish were exposed to the more socially complex environment of large groups. The cerebellum 

and the dorsal medulla mainly control basic motor control activities (Striedter 2005). Closer 

examinations revealed however, that the cerebellum is also involved in a range of cognitive 

processes (Parkins 1997) and a comparative study in cichlids showed that cerebellum size 

correlates with habitat complexity (Pollen et al. 2007). Our developmental study supports this 

finding on an ecological time scale as fish reared in large groups (i.e., a more complex social 

environment) and remaining in them until the end of the experience phase had a larger relative 

cerebellum size. There is an extensive debate among evolutionary biologists about whether 

selection acts on individual brain parts ('mosaic evolution', de Winter and Oxnard 2001) or on 

overall brain size with single brain parts being unable to evolve independently ('concerted 

evolution', Finlay and Darlington 1995). Our data suggests that during development relative 

brain parts change their size in response to environmental cues without affecting overall brain 

size. This indicates, that increasing certain brain parts forces other parts to decrease in size 

concomitantly, lending support to mosaic brain development at least on an ecological time 

scale.  

 

The interactive effects of isolation day and group size on brain morphology and social 

behavior might have arisen if fish isolated early (day 0) from their natal groups were 

influenced differentially by the quality of (allo)parental care (Russell and Lummaa 2009), but 

that these (allo)parental effects were attenuated or entirely vanished during the following two 

months (see also Lindholm et al. 2006). Alternatively, these interactions might be due to 

maternal effects on egg quality (Russell et al. 2007; Taborsky et al. 2007). Group size 

manipulations in N. pulcher revealed that in large groups breeders lay smaller and thus less 

energy rich eggs (Taborsky et al. 2007). If larvae hatching from small eggs are 



developmentally retarded, this may explain why juveniles from large groups separated at day 

0 from their natal group had less developed social skills than early separated juveniles 

originating from small groups and thus larger eggs. The longer juveniles were allowed to stay 

in the larger, socially more complex groups, the more they might have compensated for their 

initial deficit from large groups, while the opposite tendency occurred in juveniles originating 

from small groups. There was also a strong main effect of isolation day on brain morphology 

and social behavior. We would like to stress that this main effect needs to be interpreted with 

caution. The perceived environment during the first two months of life (especially the visual 

component) was quite different between fish isolated at day 0 or at day 60. Fish isolated at 

day 0 shared a 10-L tank with a few additional structures for hiding with 1-4 siblings. In 

contrast test fish isolated on day 60 perceived a richly structured environment with adults, 

helpers and more siblings in a large 200-L tank. Thus, the main effect of isolation day may to 

some part reflect the holding conditions of the fish. For instance, studies comparing various 

fish species reared in visually or socially enriched vs. deprived environments (reviewed in 

Jonsson and Jonsson 2014) found that fish performed better in behavioral tasks if reared in 

reduced population densities (e.g. Brockmark et al. 2010) or more complex environments 

(e.g. Kihslinger and Nevitt 2006). Thus, we show that in line with environmental complexity, 

individuals exposed to a more complex social environment during ontogeny obtain similar 

behavioral benefits. This has major implications for conservation strategies and especially for 

designing captive rearing facilities for commercial as well as for scientific use.  

 

To analyze whether there is a particularly sensitive time window within the two-month 

experience phase of our rearing experiment we had isolated sub-groups of young N. pulcher 

every 10 days, starting from experimental day 0 onwards. Fish showed a linear increase of 

social behavior the longer they had stayed within their original family groups. There are two 

possible explanations why individuals isolated later from their family groups showed more 



social behaviors during the experience phase. (1) Juveniles staying longer with their family 

group had a longer time period to practice and develop their social skills, which is reflected 

by an increase of social behaviors. (2) Alternatively, experiences made during later stages of 

the experience phase might have had stronger effects on the development of behavior than 

earlier stages resulting in more social behaviors when isolated later from their family groups. 

Irrespective of the mechanism, the continuous increase of social behavior with time in the 

groups suggests that no classical sensitive period exists in N. pulcher during which significant 

influences on social behaviors take place. Rather, social behavior appears to remain plastic to 

some degree for extended periods of time, which may allow for certain behavioral adaptations 

both to early and to later-life environments (Champagne and Meaney 2007; Bateson and 

Gluckman 2011; Fischer et al. 2014a). In general, sensitive periods should be expected to be 

sufficiently long to allow animals collecting all necessary information to reliably predict their 

future. For example, filial imprinting windows in mammals and birds are typically very short 

and young attach to the first individual they encounter, which almost always is their mother 

(Scott 1962). In contrast, the development of a complex repertoire of social behavior requires 

the opportunity of multiple social interactions and contexts, which makes short, well-defined 

sensitive periods less advantageous. However, it is problematic to draw conclusions about 

sensitive periods based on behavioral observations only, as complex behaviors may receive 

input from several neuronal circuits, each of which may have its own developmental 

regulation (Knudsen 2004) 

 

Thus far the research on group size effects in social animals has largely focused on the 

immediate benefits and costs of being a member of a larger vs. a smaller group, such as safety 

from predation (Treherne and Foster 1980; Fels et al. 1995), foraging efficiency (Creel and 

Creel 1995; Templeton and Giraldeau 1995) or reproductive success of group members 

(Balshine et al. 2001; Riehl 2013). Our results show that natal group size can also be an 



important priming factor in the development of social behavior and social competence. The 

plastic adjustment of social skills to early group size and the complexity of the social 

environment should be particularly beneficial to animals living in rather closed societies such 

as cooperative breeders. In these species (1) typically the variation in group size is high (e.g. 

Clutton-Brock et al. 1999; Cant 2006; Woxvold et al. 2006; Gusset and Macdonald 2010) and 

(2) for individuals the social environment is often auto-correlated over extended periods of 

their life due to stable group sizes and delayed dispersal (Clutton-Brock et al. 1999; Khan and 

Walters 2002; Heg et al. 2005).  

 

There is a historical gap between disciplines studying ultimate functions and underlying 

neural mechanisms of social behavior. It has been recently highlighted, however, that the 

study of social behavior would be particularly suited for an integrative research approach, as 

social behavior is ubiquitous in animals and crucial, and both the ecological conditions 

shaping social behavior and the physiological mechanisms regulating it are understood in 

great detail. Unfortunately, this knowledge has accumulated not in the same study systems 

(Hofmann et al. 2014). Here, we used an integrative approach to unravel potential joint 

influences of early social environment on social behavior, brain mechanisms and ecological 

implications in an organism that serves as a model for the evolution of vertebrate sociality 

(Taborsky in press). Although we used a rather rough measure of brain architecture, we 

detected intriguing, repeated interactive effects of our treatments on both social performance 

and the relative sizes of major brain parts, suggesting that early social experience can link 

gross brain architecture and the expression of behavior. Previous studies linking social 

behavior or experience to brain structure reported a remarkable reactive plasticity of the brain, 

even in adults. A study of Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) reported an increase in the 

amount of grey matter in different brain nodes in response to changes in social status (Noonan 

et al. 2014), and both brain size and the size of separate brain parts of adult guppies (Poecilia 



reticulata) changed in dependence of the sex of their social partner (Kotrschal et al. 2012a). 

Interestingly, the plastic adjustment of brain architecture to early rearing conditions reported 

in this study was still present long after the experience phase. Comparative studies have 

discussed the importance of brain size and of particular brain parts in the context of social 

cognition (Dunbar 1998) and of the social and ecological complexity of the environment 

(Kotrschal and Palzenberger 1992; Kotrschal et al. 1998; Pollen et al. 2007; Gonzalez-Voyer 

et al. 2009). However, while phylogenetic comparisons have the advantage that evolutionary 

trajectories can be traced, they are unable to fully control for species-specific factors 

confounded with the focal trait of interest (Harvey and Pagel 1998). Our approach 

demonstrates that, at least on ecological time scales, the connections between ecology, 

behavior and brain mechanisms can be investigated efficiently by performing targeted 

developmental experiments in a single model organism.   
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Online Appendix A 

 

 

Table A1: Size range, mean size and sex of breeders and helpers of large and small family 

groups 

 

Rank 
Large group Small group 

Range Mean Sex Range Mean Sex 

Breeder male ≥56 to 75mm 64mm Male ≥60 to 75mm 64mm Male 

Breeder female ≥47 to 66mm 58mm Female ≥53 to 61mm 56mm Female 

1. Helper ≥45 to 62mm 52mm Female/Male ≥19 to 23mm 21mm Unknown 

2. Helper ≥45 to 59mm 50mm Female/Male    

3. Helper ≥41 to 57mm 47mm Female/Male    

4. Helper ≥34 to 54mm 43mm Female/Male    

5.–10. Helper ≥18 to 36mm 26mm Unknown    

10.-13. Helper ≥15 to 23mm 18mm Unknown    

 

 

 



Table A2: Mixed models analyzed in this study 

 

Dependent variable Factors Covariates Random factor Transformation Interactions 

Submission, experience 

phase  

(isolation days 0-50) 

Treatment 
Isolation day 

Observation day 

Group identity 

Observer 
Log Treatment × Isolation day 

Aggression, experience phase 

(isolation days 0-50) 
Treatment 

Isolation day 

Observation day 

Group identity 

Observer 
Log Treatment × Isolation day 

Submission, experience 

phase 

(isolation day 0 and 60) 

Treatment 

Isolation day 
Observation day 

Group identity 

Observer 
Square-root Treatment × Isolation day 

Aggression, experience phase 

(isolation day 0 and 60) 

Treatment 

Isolation day 
Observation day 

Group identity 

Observer 
Log Treatment × Isolation day 

SGR in family groups Treatment 

Day of measurement 

SL at measurement day 1 

No. of siblings in tank 

Group identity None Treatment × Day of measurement 

Submission, social challenge 

test 
Treatment 

Isolation day 

Received aggression 

Group identity 

Observer 
Square-root 

Treatment × Isolation day 

Treatment × Rec. aggr. 

Rec. aggr. × Isolation day 

Treatment × Isolation day × Rec. 

aggr. 

Submission, social challenge 

test (isolation day 0 and 60) 

Treatment 

Isolation day 
Received aggression 

Group identity 

Observer 
Square-root 

Treatment × Isolation day 

Treatment × Rec. aggr. 

Rec. aggr. × Isolation day 

Treatment × Isolation day × Rec. 

aggr. 



Aggression, social challenge 

test 
Treatment 

Isolation day 

Received aggression 

Group identity 

Observer 
Square-root 

Treatment × Isolation day 

Treatment × Rec. aggr. 

Rec. aggr. × Isolation day 

Treatment × Isolation day × Rec. 

aggr. 

Aggression, social challenge 

test (isolation day 0 and 60) 

Treatment 

Isolation day 
Received aggression 

Group identity 

Observer 
Square-root 

Treatment × Isolation day 

Treatment × Rec. aggr. 

Rec.aggr. × Isolation day 

Treatment × Isolation day × Rec. 

aggr. 

Size of test fish during the 

social challenge test 
Treatment Isolation day Group identity None Treatment × Isolation day 

Acceptance, social challenge 

test (isolation days 0-60) 
Treatment 

Isolation day 

Received aggression 
Group identity Logit link 

(GLMM) 

Treatment × Isolation day 

Treatment × Rec. aggr. 

Aggression, experience phase 

(isolation day 0-20 and 

isolation day 60) 

Treatment 
Isolation day 

Observation day 

Group identity 

Observer 
Log 

Treatment × Isolation day 

Isolation day × Observation day 

Submission, experience 

phase (isolation day 0-20 and 

isolation day 60) 

Treatment 
Isolation day 

Observation day 

Group identity 

Observer 
Log 

Isolation day × Treatment 

Isolation day × Observation day 

MDS scores for dimension 1 
Treatment 

Isolation day 
Brain mass Group identity None Treatment × Isolation day 

MDS score for dimension 2 
Treatment 

Isolation day 
Brain mass Group identity None Treatment × Isolation day 

Volume fraction of brain 

structures (separate model for 

each structure) 

Treatment 

Isolation day 
Brain mass Group identity None Treatment × Isolation day 

Total brain mass 
Treatment 

Isolation day 
Body weight Group identity Log Treatment × Isolation day 



Body length of test fish at 

day 200 

Treatment 

Isolation day 
None Group identity Log Treatment × Isolation day 

 

Note: Information on the mixed models analyzed during this study, including the respective dependent variables, fixed factors, covariates and 

random factors, eventual data transformations performed to obtain normally distributed residuals, or the link function for GLMM models and any 

interaction terms included in the initial, full models. To obtain final models non-significant interactions were step-wise removed. Explanations of 

dependent variables of the models: Behaviors (‘aggression’, ‘submission’) are always expressed as frequencies of occurrence during the respective 

observation times (5 min in the experience phase, 10 min during the social challenge trials). ‘SGR’: specific growth rate. ‘Acceptance’: whether at 

the end of the social challenge test a fish was evicted or accepted by the dominant conspecific (see ‘Methods’ section for details). MDS: 

Multidimensional scaling. Factor names: ‘Treatment’: test fish originated from small or large groups. ‘Isolation day’: day when a juvenile was 

isolated from its family group; ‘Observation day’: age of test fish when observations were performed. ‘Received aggression’ or ‘Rec. aggr.’: 

aggression the test fish received by the larger conspecific in the social challenge test. 

 



 

 

Table A3: Specific growth rates of test fish reared within small or within large family groups 

until day 71. 

Factors Estimate ± SE t-value p-value 

Intercept -1.390 ± 2.209 -0.629 0.533 

Treatment 0.313 ± 0.446 0.700 0.458 

Measurement day 0.042 ± 0.025 1.710 0.095 

Number of siblings  -0.006 ± 0.024 -0.256 0.785 

Size on first day 0.276 ± 1.25 0.221 0.814 

 

Note: Measurements were taken on days 40, 50, 60 (i.e., during the experience phase) and on 

day 71. ‘Treatment’: juveniles were reared in small or large groups; ‘Size on first day’: sizes 

of test fish on their first day of measurement. ‘Measurement day’: age of test fish when 

measurement was performed. ‘Number of siblings’: group size of juveniles present in the 

tank. Reference category for the estimate ‘Treatment’: small groups; N=18 family groups and 

271 test fish (43 specific growth rates in 16 family groups); p-values 0.05<p<0.1 are 

italicized. 

 

 

 

  



Online Appendix B:  

Comparison of the size of test fish in the social challenge test.  

 

To test if the rearing treatment (small or large groups) or day of isolation from the family 

group (isolations day 0 – 60) affected standard length (SL) we used a linear mixed model 

(LMM) with size of test fish as the dependent variable, isolation day as covariate and 

treatment (small or large group) as a fixed factor. Furthermore as the behavioral analysis 

showed that aggression and submission was interactively influenced by the day of isolation 

and treatment we included the two-way interaction between isolation day and treatment. 

Group identity was included as random effect. Rearing group size (large vs. small groups) did 

not affect body size of test fish, neither as main effect nor in interaction with isolation day 

(see non-significant interaction ‘Treatment × Isolation day’ in Table B1). There was a non-

significant trend of fish to be smaller when they had been isolated from their group later 

during the experiment (see factor ‘Isolaion day’ in Table B1). However, the mean size 

difference between isolation day 0 and 60 was only 0.16 mm, a difference which is unlikely to 

influence the behavior towards a much larger conspecific. 

 

Table B1: Comparison between the standard lengths of individuals used for the social 

challenge test on day 71.  

Factors Estimate ± SE t-value p-value 

Intercept 1.573 ± 0.079 19.996 <0.001 

Treatment -0.009 ± 0.115 -0.079 0.937 

Isolation day -0.003 ± 0.001 -1.957 0.054 

Treatment × Isolation day 0 ± 0.002 -0.004 0.997 

 

Note: ‘Treatment’: juveniles were reared in small or large groups; ‘Isolation day’: day when a 

juvenile was isolated from its family group. Reference category for the estimate ‘Treatment’: 



small groups; N=17 family groups and 103 test fish; p-values <0.05 are highlighted in bold, 

and 0.05<p<0.1 are italicized. 
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Online Appendix C: 

Do different time lags between isolation and behavioral observations confound the effect 

of early social experience? 

 

The social behavior of N. pulcher can only be observed from an age of about 1 month (before 

they show almost no social behavior and they are too small to classify these behaviors 

reliably). Due to this experimental constraint some isolation groups had longer lag times 

between isolation and first behavioral recording than most other groups (in most groups the 

lag was 10 days, but in isolation groups 0 and 10 the lag was 30 and 20 days, respectively). In 

this appendix we address whether the different time lags may have confounded our observed 

changes in social behavior in response to time juveniles spent with the family groups (see 

Results). If the different time lags would affect the behavior of juveniles there should be a 

significant interaction between isolation day and day of observation, which would indicate 

that at a given observation day juveniles isolated closer to this day would differ significantly 

in their behavioral frequencies from juveniles isolated already earlier. To test for this potential 

effect we analyzed a subset of the dataset using only those groups of juveniles were 

recordings of all four observation days (days 30, 40, 50 and 60) were available. This dataset 

included the sub-groups of isolation days 0, 10, 20 and 60. We used general linear mixed 

models (LMM) with aggression or submission as the dependent variable and as in the models 

for the entire data set (Table 1), we included observer identity and group identity in the 

random term and treatment, isolation day, observation day and the interaction between 

treatment and isolation day in the fixed term of the model; and, to test for lag effects, in 

addition here also the interaction between isolation day and observation day was included in 

the fixed term. We log transformed isolation and observation day to obtain the same scale for 

each predictor variable. The interaction between isolation day and observation day was not 

significant both in the analyses of aggression and of submission respectively (see Table C1 
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and Figure C1). Thus, we can conclude that the different time lags between isolation and 

behavioral recording did not affect our results. Other results of this model showed that older 

test fish showed more submission (factor ‘Observation day’ in Table C1b) and that fish reared 

in large groups tended to showed more submission the longer they had stayed in their family 

groups (see interaction term ‘Treatment × Isolation day’ in Table C1b). The effects of 

isolation day, rearing condition and age (factor ‘Observation day’) on the frequencies of 

submission are in line with the analysis using the complete dataset (see Table 1b). 

 

Table C1: (a) Aggressive and (b) submissive behavior of juveniles separated on days 0, 10, 

20 or 60.  

Factors Estimate ± SE t-value p-value 

a) Aggressive behavior 

Intercept 0.602 ± 0.945 0.636 0.526 

Treatment 0.005 ± 0.177 0.031 0.975 

Isolation day -0.044 ± 0.310 -1.433 0.153 

Observation day 0.131 ± 0.240 0.548 0.548 

Treatment × Isolation day  0.035 ± 0.044 0.798 0.426 

Isolation day × 

Observation day 
0.103 ± 0.082 1.254 0.215 

b) Submissive behavior 

Intercept -3.074 ± 0.869 -3.538 <0.001 

Treatment -0.066 ± 0.163 -0.406 0.686 

Isolation day 0.136 ± 0.294 0.462 0.644 

Observation day 0.941 ± 0.229 4.109 <0.001 

Treatment × Isolation day 0.080 ± 0.042 1.900 0.056 

Isolation day × 

Observation day 
-0.047 ± 0.078  -0.602 0.543 

 

Note: ‘Treatment’ refers to juveniles either reared in small or large groups; ‘Isolation day’ 

refers to the days when juveniles were isolated from their family group; ‘Observation day’ 

refers to the age of test fish when observations were performed. Reference category for the 
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estimate ‘Treatment’: small groups; N=18 family groups and 821 observation (244 average 

values); p-values <0.05 are highlighted in bold, and 0.05<p<0.1 are italicized. 
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Table 1: Behavior of test fish during the experience phase.  

Factors Estimate ± SE t-value p-value 

a) Aggressive behavior 

Intercept 0.842 ± 0.332 2.540 0.004 

Treatment -0.094 ± 0.156 -0.602 0.180 

Isolation day -0.012 ± 0.003 -3.791 <0.001 

Observation day 0.007 ± 0.003 1.997 0.047 

Treatment × Isolation day 0.016 ± 0.005 3.530 <0.001 

b) Submissive behavior 

Intercept -0.528 ± 0.178 -2.972 0.004 

Treatment -0.058 ± 0.171 -0.340 0.736 

Isolation day -0.006 ± 0.003 -1.938 0.049 

Observation day 0.023 ± 0.003 6.876 <0.001 

Treatment × Isolation day 0.012 ± 0.005 2.659 0.008 

c) Aggressive behavior 

Intercept 0.563 ± 0.239 2.353 0.037 

Treatment 0.201 ± 0.136 1.476 0.131 

Isolation day -0.255 ± 0.084 -3.052 0.002 

Observation day 0.010 ± 0.004 2.678 0.007 

d) Submissive behavior 

Intercept -0.121 ± 0.238 -0.507 0.613 

Treatment -0.221 ± 0.224 -0.985 0.332 

Isolation day -0.195 ± 0.127 -1.538 0.127 

Observation day 0.018 ± 0.004 4.091 <0.001 

Isolation day x Treatment 0.447 ± 0.209 2.140 0.032 

 

Note: Behavior of test fish separated from their groups between isolation day 0 and isolation 

day 50 of the experience phase (a)-(b), and behavior of test fish separated on day 0 or 60 from 

their family groups (c)-(d). (a, c) Aggressive and (b, d) submissive behavior recorded at 

observation days 30, 40, 50 and 60. ‘Treatment’ refers to juveniles reared in small or large 

groups; ‘Isolation day’ refers to the experimental day when juveniles were isolated from their 

family group; ‘Observation day’ refers to the age of the test fish when observed. Reference 

category for the estimate ‘Treatment’: small groups; N=18 family groups and 756 

observations for test fish isolated between day 0 and 50; 505 observations for test fish 
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separated on day 0 and 60; p-values <0.05 are highlighted in bold, and 0.05<p<0.1 are 

italicized. 
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Table 2: Behavior and acceptance of test fish in the social challenge test.  

 

Factors Estimate ± SE t-value p-value 

a) Aggression 

Intercept 0.799 ± 0.514 1.555 0.129 

Treatment 1.287 ± 0.556 2.316 0.022 

Isolation day 0.011 ± 0.011 1.019 0.311 

Received aggression 0.486 ±0.092 5.301 <0.001 

Treatment × Isolation day  -0.034 ± 0.015 -2.207 0.029 

b) Aggression (Isolation day 0 and 60) 

Intercept 0.151 ± 0.647 0.234 0.817 

Treatment 2.255 ± 0.607 3.713 <0.001 

Isolation day 1.420 ± 0.595 2.389 0.024 

Received aggression 0.497 ± 0.126 3.937 <0.001 

Treatment × Isolation day -3.121 ± 0.832 -3.751 <0.001 

c) Submission 

Intercept 0.428 ± 0.909 0.471 0.638 

Treatment -0.388 ± 1.235 -0.286 0.754 

Isolation day 0.020± 0.022 0.911 0.364 

Received aggression  0.668 ± 0.222 3.006 0.003 

Treatment × Isolation day -0.029 ± 0.030 -0.955 0.342 

Isolation day × Rec. aggr. -0.013 ± 0.006 -2.272 0.025 

Treatment × Rec. aggr. -0.271 ± 0.292 -0.927 0.356 

Treatment × Isolation day × 

Rec. aggr. 

0.021 ± 0.008 2.624 0.010 

d) Submission (Isolation day 0 and 60) 

Intercept 0.941 ± 1.470 0.640 0.529 

Treatment -0.904 ± 1.949 -0.464 0.647 

Isolation day .0.090 ± 1.640 -0.055 0.957 

Received aggression 0.660 ± 0.345 1.910 0.068 

Treatment × Isolation day -0.964 ± 2.211 -0.436 0.669 

Isolation day × Rec. aggr. -0.706 ± 0.414 -1.706 0.111 

Treatment × Rec. aggr. -0.460 ± 0.442 -1.041 0.308 

Treatment × Isolation day × 

Rec. aggr. 

1.442 ± 0.555 2.595 0.023 

e) Acceptance 

Intercept 1.537 ± 0.714 2.153 0.031 

Treatment -0.910± 0.576 -1.172 0.274 
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Isolation day 0.010 ± 0.012 0.890 0.373 

Received aggression -0.057 ± 0.032 -1.777 0.076 

Treatment × Rec. aggr. 0.079 ± 0.043 1.842 0.065 

 

Note: Submissive behavior (a) at isolation days 0-60 and (b) at isolation day 0 and 60 only; 

aggressive behavior (c) at isolation days 0-60 and (d) at isolation days 0 and 60 only of test 

fish towards the larger opponent; (e) acceptance of test fish from all isolation groups between 

isolation day 0 and isolation day 60. Factor names see Table 1. The covariate ‘Received 

aggression’ or ‘Rec. aggr.’ refers to aggression the test fish received by the larger conspecific. 

Reference category for the estimate ‘Treatment’: small groups; N=18 family groups and 113 

test fish for (a) and (c); N=18 family groups and 34 observations in (b) and (d); N=18 family 

groups and 110 observations (e); p-values <0.05 are highlighted in bold 
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Table 3: Comparisons of body size and brain architecture of test fish on day 200.  

 

Factors Estimate ± SE t-value p-value 

a) Body length 

Intercept 2.448 ± 0.024 103.426 <0.001 

Treatment 0.02 ± 0.028 0.726 0.481 

Isolation day -0.08 ± 0.023 -3.523 0.004 

b) Total brain mass 

Intercept 1.237 ± 0.011 108.707 <0.001 

Treatment -0.01 ± 0.013 -0.764 0.462 

Isolation day -0.019 ± 0.011 -1.736 0.102 

Body weight 0.463 ± 0.031 14.893 <0.001 

c) MDS Scores 

Dimension 1    

Intercept -3.529 ± 3.306 -1.067 0.300 

Treatment -1.375 ± 0.622 -2.209 0.049 

Isolation day -0.034 ± 0.011 -3.053 0.009 

Brain weight 4.192 ± 2.885 1.453 0.163 

Treatment × Isolation day 0.041 ± 0.01 3.011 0.022 

Dimension 2    

Intercept -2.933 ± 2.296 -1.277 0.261 

Treatment -0.340 ± 0.308 -1.103 0.283 

Isolation day 0.008 ± 0.006 1.263 0.221 

Brain weight 2.641 ± 1.974 1.338 0.196 

d) Brain volume fractions 

Optic tectum    

Intercept 0.489 ± 0.046 10.699 <0.001 

Treatment 0.017 ± 0.009 2.005 0.060 

Isolation day 0.028 ± 0.009 3.082 0.009 

Brain weight -0.045 ± 0.040 -1.132 0.273 

Treatment × Isolation day -0.032 ± 0.011 -2.859 0.007 

Hypothalamus    

Intercept 0.140 ± 0.033 4.301 <0.001 

Treatment -0.013 ± 0.006 -2.156 0.044 

Isolation day -0.012 ± 0.007 -1.642 0.1171 

Brain weight 0.004 ± 0.029 0.137 0.089 

Treatment × Isolation day 0.019 ± 0.009 2.175 0.021 
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Telencephalon    

Intercept 0.249 ± 0.037 6.629 <0.001 

Treatment 0.005 ± 0.005 1.064 0.300 

Isolation day -0.010 ± 0.006 -1.690 0.107 

Brain weight -0.032 ± 0.031 -1.012 0.324 

Cerebellum    

Intercept 0.025 ± 0.022 1.133 0.279 

Treatment 0.011 ± 0.005 -2.332 0.034 

Isolation day -0.007 ± 0.00 -.1.670 0.130 

Brain weight 0.100 ± 0.019 5.177 <0.001 

Isolation day × Treatment 0.017 ± 0.005 3.415 0.006 

Dorsal Medulla    

Intercept 0.083 ± 0.023 3.639 0.002 

Treatment 0.005 ± 0.004 1.066 0.300 

Isolation day 0.003 ± 0.005 0.716 0.485 

Brain weight -0.023 ± 0.020 -1.158 0.262 

Treatment × Isolation day -0.010 ± 0.006 -1.671 0.082 

Olfactory bulbs    

Intercept 0.009 ± 0.007 1.382 0.183 

Treatment <0.001 ± <0.001 0.235 0.817 

Isolation day <-0.001 ± 0.001 -0.163 0.872 

Brain volume -0.002 ± 0.006 -0.377 0.710 

 

Note: (a) Body length, (b) total brain mass, (c) MDS scores of the two dimensions of the 

scaled cerebrotypes and (d) the relative sizes of the separate volume fractions of brain 

structures of test fish separated either on day 0 or day 60 from their respective family groups. 

Factor names see Table 1. Reference category for the estimate ‘Treatment’: small groups, for 

the estimate ‘Isolation day’: Isolation day 0. N=14 family groups and 24[23 in (b)] test fish; 

p-values <0.05 are highlighted in bold, and 0.05<p<0.1 are italicized. 
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Figure Legends 

 

Fig. 1: Timeline of the experiment illustrated for one family group; this procedure was 

replicated for 18 family groups (9 small, 9 large groups). Curved arrows indicate the transfer 

of siblings of the experimental broods from their respective family groups to the 10-L 

isolation tanks. Open triangles indicate the days when juveniles were observed in the 10-L 

tanks; filled triangles indicate when juveniles were observed and measured in their family 

group home tanks; diamonds indicate the social challenge test on day 71. The grey shaded 

area represents the experience phase. Thereafter all remaining juveniles were transferred to 

10-L tanks. The sample size N indicates the number of transferred juveniles per ‘isolation 

day’. Horizontal arrows indicate the course of the experiment for the different experimental 

sub-groups. Circles indicate the euthanasia of juveniles for the brain morphology analyses. 

 

Fig. 2: Behaviors of juveniles during the experience phase. Number of (a) aggressive and (b) 

submissive behavior (both log-transformed) of test fish separated from their group starting 

from isolation day 0 until isolation day 50; recordings were done in separate 10-L tanks with 

group sizes of 2-4 individuals; Number of (c) aggressive behavior (log-transformed) and (d) 

submissive behavior (square-root transformed) of test fish separated on isolation days 0 and 

60 from their groups; Triangles and dashed lines represent large groups, circles and solid lines 

represent small groups. 

 

Fig. 3: Residual submission (corrected for received aggression) and aggression (both 

behaviors square-root transformed) of test fish during the social challenge test. (a) Aggression 

and (b) submission of test fish of all isolated sub groups combined (isolation days 0-60). (c) 

Aggression and (d) submission of test fish isolated only on day 0 or 60. Triangles and dashed 

lines represent large groups, circles and solid lines represent small groups. 
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Fig. 4: Volume fractions (residuals; corrected for brain mass) of the (a) hypothalamus, (b) 

cerebellum , (c) optic tectum and (d) dorsal medulla of fish reared in small (filled circles) or 

large (triangles) groups separated at day 0 or day 60 from their respective family groups. 

 

Online Figure C1: (a) Aggressive and (b) submissive behavior for juveniles’ isolated on days 

0 (black circles and lines), 10 (red triangles and lines), 20 (green crosses and lines) or 60 (blue 

stars and lines). 
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